The first accurate measurement of an intermolecular vibration of the water dimer is reported. Five vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) bands of the perdeuterated isotope, located near 84 cm-' , have been assigned to the A 1 /E/B, tunneling components of the K, = O-0 and K, = l-0 subbands. The vibration involves large amplitude motion of the hydrogen bond acceptor and is assigned as the vs acceptor wag. The spectra indicate strong coupling of both the donor-acceptor interconversion and donor tunneling motions to the excited vibrational coordinate. This measurement provides a benchmark for future efforts toward the determination of an accurate potential energy surface for the water dimer.
INTRODUCTION
Because of the global significance of the water molecule and its many chemical interactions, a tremendous effort has been made to accurately characterize its intermolecular potential energy surface (IPS) . Within the last decade, many IPSs have been developed in an attempt to reproduce the available experimental data for this system. Empirical and semiempirical calculations l-3 have been used to obtain IPSs which were adjusted to reproduce certain known properties of the water molecule and its dimer. Some of these properties are ( 1) monomer multipole moments; (2) the dimer structure and dipole moment; (3) thermodynamic and radial distribution functions of the liquid; (4) the second virial coefficient of steam; and (5) the various properties of ice I/z, ice VII, and ice VIII. The success of these various potentials in describing a particular set of phenomena often reflects the finite data set used to generate the model, and this, of course, imposes severe restrictions on their validity. Many ab initio"' IPSs have also been developed and employed to reproduce specific properties of water, but these results vary substantially with the size of the basis set used. In general, no single potential surface describes all of the measured properties of the water-water interaction in an adequate manner.
In contrast, high resolution spectroscopy experiments performed over the past decade have characterized the properties of the isolated water dimer in considerable detail. The effects of the various proton tunneling motions have been measured in the ground vibrational state for the K, = 0, 1, and 2 rotational manifolds, '2-2' and the multidimensional tunneling dynamics are currently understood in terms of Hougen's local internal axis method (IAM) mode1.22-24 While this model can successfully reproduce the majority of the spectroscopic results, it is a phenomenological one and its parameters are not easily related to the IPS.
In order to actually extract an accurate potential surface from such spectroscopic measurements, it is necessary to obtain a precise characterization of the intermolecular vibrations of the dimer, which are predicted to lie between 80 and 200 cm -'. The experimental data currently available sample the dimer IPS principally near its equilibrium geometry, whereas measurement of the intermolecular vibrations would clearly characterize more extensive regions of the surface. However, these vibrations occur in a technologically prohibitive region of the far IR, and it has been difficult to conduct such experiments in the past.
In this paper, we report the first measurement of an intermolecular vibration of the water dimer made through the use of tunable far-IR laser spectroscopy of planar supersonic expansions, as developed in this laboratory. We describe the analysis of five vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) bands of the perdeuterated isomer observed near 84 cm-'. The vibrational motion is characterized by a large amplitude motion of the acceptor subunit. The data indicate that the tunneling motions are strongly influenced by the vibrational coordinate, as reflected by increases in both the donor-acceptor interconversion and donor tunneling splittings.
II. EXPERIMENT
Both the general design features and the specific details of the Berkeley tunable far-IR laser spectrometer have recently been reviewed elsewhere25v26 and only additional details specific to these experiments are discussed. A planar supersonic molecular beam of (D, 0) 2 was generated by expanding a flowing mixture of neat Ar gas at a constant backing pressure of approximately 800 Torr over D, 0 (99.9% purity) through a 2 in. long slit. The adjustable slit spacing was set at 0.0025 cm for this experiment. The vacuum chamber is pumped by a 2650 cfm Roots blower system which maintains an average chamber pressure of 100 mTorr. Optical pumping of vibration-rotation transitions of small organic molecules with a 150 W line tunable CO, laser generates the cw fixed frequency far-IR laser radiation. The frequencies and corresponding gain medium for each far-IR laser used in this experiment are as follows: 2447.7685 GHz, (332 F2 ; 2522.78 15 GHz, CH, OH; 2546.4949 GHz, CH,F,; 2588.3618 GHz, 13CH,0H. Fixed frequency FIR radiation is then mixed with continuously tunable microwaves in a Schottky barrier diode to obtain sum and difference frequencies. The tunable sidebands are then separated from the fixed frequency carrier with a Martin-Puplett diplexer and are focused into a multipass cell," where 8-16 passes are made through the planar supersonic molecular beam expansion.
After exiting the chamber, the radiation is focused onto a Ga:Ge photoconductor. A change in the photoconductor valence band structure under uniaxial mechanical stress results in a shift of its responsivity into the frequency range of this experiment.28 A 50 kHz sine wave is used to modulate the microwave frequency. The signal from the photoconductor is preamplified and demodulated with 2f lock-in detection. The molecular absorptions are monitored as a decrease in laser power on the photoconductor. Typically a 300 ms time constant was used to achieve a level of sensitivity such that the minimum detectable absorption is nominally l-5 ppm. Pure rotational absorptions of atmospheric water vapor inhibit the transmission of sideband power to the vacuum chamber. To minimize this problem, the entire volume of the beam path was continuously purged with dry nitrogen, Although it is still difficult to access the frequency ranges near the peak of atmospheric water absorptions, such purging has greatly increased our ability to operate in them.
Scans were taken in 100 MHz increments employing a computerized baseline subtraction routine in which scans are taken with the expansion both on and off and storing the difference. The baseline is largely due to resonances within the microwave transmission line, which results in frequency dependent, but reproducible power fluctuations on the diode. If the laser power does not vary from scan to scan, the computerized subtraction scheme works very well. Figure 1 shows a typical assigned (D, 0) 2 transition. The signal-tonoise ratio for (D, O), transitions studied in this work ranges from 10-50: 1. Spectral linewidths are observed to be 2 Mhz. The increase in linewidth relative to previous far-IR water dimer measurements is due to the fourfold increase in frequency. Because the linewidths are so much broader, the deviation of the modulating frequency typically used was 800 kHz. However, due to limitations of the microwave generator, a maximum deviation of 300 kHz was available for microwave frequencies of 2-6.6 GHz. Hence, in these frequency ranges a factor of 3 is lost in sensitivity. The abovementioned difficulties account for a large variation in signal strength over extensive frequency ranges, hence absolute intensity information is not reliable.
The increased uncertainty in measured line centers ( f 2.0 MHz) relative to previous experiments with the Berkeley TFIR spectrometers is also a result of operating at higher frequencies. To determine whether an absorption is on the upper or lower sideband, the far-IR laser is tuned off of its gain maximum by slightly lengthening the laser cavity. This varies the carrier frequency enough so that the molecular absorption shifts noticeably for a given microwave frequency. The direction of the shift is characteristic of the particular sideband. In the present frequency region, the laser gain is extremely sensitive to the far-IR laser cavity length; thus it was often difficult to reproduce the exact line center to within a few MHz.
Approximately 350 lines have been observed in the frequency range between 2408 and 2609 GHz, of which 58 have been assigned to the (D, 0) 2. The frequencies and assignments are given in Table I . Many of the currently unassigned lines are presumably due to intermolecular vibrational transitions of larger clusters. No transitions originating from the K, = 1 subband could be identified with the available sensitivity. Ground state combination differences from the microwave experiments of Suenram et a1.29 were used to confirm the assignment listed in Table I . Several lines are missing in the spectra due to the fact that they occur too close to the respective far-IR laser carrier frequency to be observed. This, combined with many atmospheric water (H, 0 and H, "0) absorptions occurring in this spectral region, prevented us from identifying one of the allowed tun- The d4 form of the water dimer exhibits the same qualitative VRT energy level pattern as the fully hydrogenated species, although the tunneling splittings are substantially reduced due to the mass increase. Following Coudert and Hougen,23 the four most important hydrogen tunneling paths are designated 1 -+ 4, l-, 5, l-. 7, and 1 -+ 2. These motions are described as being the most "feasible" tunneling paths, where a "feasible" tunneling motion is defined such that all covalent bonds remain intact throughout the tunneling motion. The l-4 motion, having the lowest barrier, is therefore the most feasible and yields the largest tunneling splitting.t4
The 1 -+ 4 tunneling motion is equivalent to a 180" rotation of the proton acceptor about its C, symmetry axis, and is referred to as acceptor tunneling. Coudert and Hougen have proposed that the actual tunneling path is analogous to the inversion-internal rotation motion in methylamine, wherein the hydrogen bond remains intact throughout the tunneling event. Estimates ofthe barrier to this motion made by Smith et aL9 and Coudert and Hougen" are 200 and 130 cm-', respectively. Acceptor tunneling partially removes the eightfold degeneracy in the rotational energy levels exhibited by the dimer in the rigid (C, ) limit by splitting each state into two groups, each of which then has a fourfold degeneracy. The next most feasible motion is the geared donor-acceptor interconversion tunneling, labeled 1 -+ 5. This motion corresponds to a concerted interchange of the two water subunits, upon which one of the acceptor deuteriums rotates into the hydrogen bond position while the donor rotates such that it takes on the role of the acceptor. This interconversion tunneling further splits the fourfold degenerate energy levels The I-7 pathway, defined as the antigeared donor-acceptor interconversion tunneling motion, further shifts the relative A /B energy difference, but cannot cause any additional splittings. The two interconversion pathways qualitatively resemble the geared and antigeared interconversion tunneling motions of (HF) 2. 31 Similarly, the l-2 motion, which is the donor tunneling coordinate, only modifies the energy level pattern for each rotational state of the dimer. Figure 2 shows the qualitative splitting pattern as well as the effects of each tunneling motion for a rotational state (J) in the K, = 0 subband. For K, > 0, each of these energy levels will have the additional splitting imposed by asymmetry doubling. The matrix elements I/z, 1 have been described by Coudert and Hougen, and refer to the effects of the corresponding tunneling motions on the energy levels.
To each rovibronic tunneling state of a specific symmetry in G,,, there corresponds a distinct nuclear spin statistical weight. For those states which differ only by a parity label, the nuclear spin weight is the same. It has been shown3' that the distinct nuclear spin states of a molecule do not readily equilibrate in a supersonic expansion. This accounts for significant population in states at energies far above what would be expected for a 5 K rotational temperature. Electric dipole selection rules for (D, 0) 2 allow transitions between rovibronic tunneling states which differ only in parity, but which otherwise have the same symmetry. Unlike the normal isotope of the water dimer, the d4 isotope has a nonzero statistical weight for each symmetry species Fi. These considerations indicate that six VRT bands should be observable for each possible parallel and perpendicular transition. For a given K,, the labeling of each A /B pair switches with alternating J. Thus, the A, symmetry exchanges with that of B, , and A, exchanges with that of B, . This alternation forces the transitions within a given VRT band to originate from the same side of the 1 -+ 5/l -+ 7 tunneling manifold, while the E state remains localized between the A /B pair. Thus, the VRT bands for each set of A,/E /B, and A, /E /B, symmetry components will be referred to as the "lower," the "E," and the "upper" bands.
The five VRT bands observed in this study were fit simultaneously with ground state microwave data from the study of Suenram et aLz9 in a weighted nonlinear leastsquares fit in which the microwave data and the far-IR data were given weights corresponding to uncertainties of 0.025 and 2.0 MHz, respectively. The upper and lower bands were fit to the expression, Here, V, is the tunneling splitting corresponding to the nth (i.e., 1 -+ n) tunneling motion and v0 is the band origin for each type of transition. Values of the constants determined for the ground state and the excited vibrational state are given in Table II . The value of V, in the ground state could not be determined using the available microwave data. As expected, the differences in the determined ground state constants relative to the previous microwave work is negligible due to the greater uncertainty of our data. The largest change in B' for any of the observed bands is less than 1%. This small change is the result of the inertial stability originating from the large center-of-mass separation between the two monomers. The highest populated rotational level observed was J I) = 7. Thus, for some bands, the distortion constants were not determinable. For those cases these constants were constrained to the ground state values. The value of the asymmetry doubling constants (B -C) for K, = 1 of the ground state have been determined by Suenramz9 to be ca. 33 MHz. These values are nearly half of those determined for the K, = 1 subband of the excited vibrational state.
The lack of a P( 1) transition and absence of asymmetry doublets for the three bands centered near 2565 GHz identify these as three of the six possible K, = 1-O VRT bands.
Ground state combination differences confirm this assignment. The information regarding the asymmetry doublets in the excited state for the K, = 1+-O indicates whether the transitions are of b or c type. As assigned above, the three Q branches terminate in the lower component of the asymmetry doublet, while the P and R branches of the bands terminate in the upper. With this information, these perpendicular transitions are assigned as being of c type. For the normal isotope, this axis has been recently determinedz4 to lie in the symmetry plane of the dimer, oriented in a direction nearly perpendicular to the O-H-G hydrogen bond. The orientations of the b and c inertial axes are extremely sensitive to the hydrogen motion as well as deuterium substitution, Our assignment of the vibration, as described below, indicates that the orientation of these inertial axes are similar to that of the normal isotope of the water dimer. A global fit of all spectroscopic data will be valuable in verifying this.
The differences in the rotational energy levels within the ground state A, /E/B, and AZ/E/B, tunneling components are comparable to the precision of this experiment (2 MHz) . This prohibits the use of combination differences in deciding upon which of these two ground state tunneling manifolds is the origin of the observed VRT bands. --c , with a 5 K rotational temperature and the appropriate Honl-London factors, the 7/3/5 rovibrational relative statistical weights most accurately reproduced the experimentally observed intensity alternation within each feature. Therefore, the ground state tunneling symmetries have been assigned as belonging to the Al/E/B, manifold. Furthermore, the relative intensities within each of these Q branches also identifies the ordering of the Al/E/B, manifold of states in the excited vibration. In one situation the upper and lower Q branches would appear as measured, while in the other the intensity behavior would be reversed for the two bands. Figure 4 shows an energy level diagram for both the ground and excited states along with the symmetry labels assigned using the relative spin weights which characterize the A, /E/B, states. This energy level diagram specifies the vibration to be of B ,+ symmetry. No VRT bands have been assigned to originate from the A, /E /B, levels; thus the relative position of these states is unknown. The boundaries of the scanned frequency range (2407-2609 GHz) put a limit on where these transitions must lie.
No Q-branch features are present in the two bands located near 2475 GHz; this, along with the verification of the ground state through combination differences, identify them as belonging to a K, = OtO u-type transition. For K, = O-O, the E band could not be unambiguously assigned because only two of three possible bands were found.
Using the determined tunneling splittings of the K, = 1 c 0 Frequency (GHz) FIG. 5. All assigned spectra are shown with the intensities calculated at a rotational temperature of 5 K, the inclusion of the appropriate Honl-London factors, and the ground state symmetry assigned as A, /E/B,.
subband as a guide, we would expect the A /B splitting to be approximately 14 GHz in the excited state. This predicts R (0) for the third band to occur near either 2479 or 249 1
GHz. Several lines were found that seemed consistent with the 2479 assignment, but they could not be unambiguously confirmed with combination differences because the energy levels connecting with the common states yield transitions that lie in frequency regions that were difficult or actually impossible to scan. Because the values of Vi,, determined from the K, = 1 +O and K, = 0 +O bands are similar, assigning one or the other of these bands as the E band is definitive, and for the purposes of discussion below, the lower of the two will be designated as E. However, without the measurement of the third VRT band, an unambiguous assignment is not possible, and hence the determination of a value for V; in the K, = 0 +O transition cannot be accomplished at this time. Presumably, these two bands originate from the same tunneling manifold, as do the three perpendicular VRT bands. Thus, we will label the ground state of the K, = 0 -0 with the A, /E/B, symmetry labels. In Fig. 5 , the five assigned bands are plotted as a stick spectrum, with the intensities calculated at 5 K using the Honl-London factors and the ground state rovibrational symmetry species of A, /E/B, .
Finally, it should be noted that the separation of the geared and antigeared interconversion splittings requires the measurement of all six VRT states for a given K, . The effect of these two motions on the energy levels is displayed in Fig.  2 . The data presented here can provide only the sum of these two tunneling splittings, as defined by the constant V;,, = 2(h, + h, I. Also, the determination of the acceptor tunneling splitting can only be accomplished through a global fit of the data,24 since transitions across the l--+4 tunneling splitting are symmetry forbidden.
IV. DISCUSSION
Until this work, no definitive measurements had been available for any intermolecular vibration of the water dimer. From the centrifugal distortion constants determined in his study, Dyke " has predicted the O-G stretching frequency of the normal isotope to be 150 cm -'. However, the only experimental technique used to directly measure these low frequency motions of water clusters has been matrix isolation spectroscopy. Bentwood et a1.33 reported matrix isolation spectra of a 0.1%-l % mixture of H, 0 in a nitrogen cage. By monitoring the concentration dependence of the absorptions, and through comparison with a& initio calculations,34 they identified 10 bands as belonging to the water dimer, of which four were proposed to be intermolecular bands. The lowest band reported was observed at 145 cm -I. They assigned this motion to the c-axis libration, in accord with the available ab initio work.
The data we have presented allow us to establish several features regarding the nature of the observed vibrational band of this molecule. The difference between the K, = 0~0 and 1 +O transitions is nominally a measure of the excited state A rotational constant. However, as described above, in the case of (D, 0) z, the acceptor tunneling motion adds a splitting to each rotational level, and any K,, dependence of this splitting modifies the effective value ofA.
Since the donor tunneling motion affects the E energy levels in the K, = 1-O band by only 328 MHz relative to the A /B tunneling states, we can neglect this shift and consider the energy difference between the E bands to be indicative of the excited state A rotational constant. This allows an estimate for the value of the combined A and the difference of the acceptor tunneling splitting as At the energy of the vibration, the hydrogen tunneling motions experience an effective reduction of their associated barriers. This is evidenced by the increase in the tunneling splittings in the excited state. Although a value of V, could not be determined from the ground state data of Suenram,29 strong evidence supports the increase of this parameter in the excited state. The bands at 2565 GHz determine the value of V; to be 163 MHz, while in the K, = 26-1 ground vibrational state data of Zwart et aZ.,35 V; has been determined to be ca. 6 MHz. Furthermore, the A rotational constant is extremely sensitive to deuterium motion, and will therefore reflect changes that are induced in the tunneling coordinates. The 20% decrease in A observed in the present data indicates that the vibrationally excited structure is such that the deuteriums spend more time away from the hydrogen bonded ground state geometry. The large increase in the tunneling splittings described above evidence the effectively reduced barrier for these motions. The most fascile tunneling motion of (D, 0) 2 is the acceptor tunneling. As noted earlier, estimates for this tunneling barrier in the normal isotope of the water dimer are 200 and 130 cm -'. At the energy corresponding to the observed vibrational excitation ( > 80 cm -' ), the validity of the high barrier description of the hydrogen motions becomes highly questionable. In the limit of a low tunneling barrier, the tunneling motions may actually be better described as vibrations. Evidence for this type of behavior has previously been observed.for the perpendicular transitions of the vs disrotary in-plane bending vibration of (HF), .36 For this molecule, the ground state tunneling splitting is 20 GHz, while that in the upper state has been determined to be very large. The barrier height for this motion is predicted to be slightly greater than 300 cm -', and the associated fundamental vibrational frequency is 100-200 cm -*. In that case, the vibration has been labeled with conventional vibrational quantum numbers to describe the motion, rather than labeling according to a tunneling formalism.
The many theoretical IPSs that have been reported for (H, 0) 2 have been tested mainly in terms of the bulk properties of water, although Reimer and Watts* do compare their potential to the known structure and dipole moments of the dimer. This particular IPS also reproduces intramolecular vibrational frequencies from the matrix IR data reasonably well. However, the calculation predicts the intermolecular stretching frequency to be 100% higher than that extrapolated from the microwave data of Dyke et al.'* This probable overestimation is partially a result of using water properties such as the bulk moduli of various forms of ice to describe the intermolecular part of the potential. Predicted values of these water properties with this surface lie ~40% higher than the experimental values and this seems to correlate with the factor of 2 increase in the predicted intermolecular stretching frequency.
Although such calculations yield widely varying results for absorption frequencies and integrated intensities involving the intermolecular vibrations, the two lowest frequency modes are generally reported as being the y12 torsional mode and the V* acceptor bend. The Y,* mode is a rotation of the donor subunit about the O-H-O hydrogen bond while V* is associated with a wagging motion of the acceptor through the symmetry plane of the dimer. It would seem that both of these motions would effect the interconversion tunneling motion appreciably. Figure 6 shows the results of the normal mode calculations for these two coordinates as well as a model for both the geared and antigeared interconversion tunneling motions. Both of these vibrations exhibit a dipole variation about the c axis of the molecule, but only the Y* normal mode adequately explains the existence ofboth the aand c-type bands observed. This motion also transforms as B I+ in G,, . Based on this information, the observed vibration is therefore assigned as the yg normal mode. The calculation of these modes, however, is accomplished in the C, limit and it is clear that G,, is the appropriate dynamical symmetry group. A calculation done in this limit could possibly relate this low frequency vibration to a different mode ofB,+ symmetry. Also, calculation of the vibrational frequencies by simply taking the second derivative of the potential at the minimum of the IPS implicitly assumes that the vibration exhibits small deviations from the equilibrium structure. The validity of such methods for determining the vibrational coordinates is likely to be inadequate for a system possessing large amplitude motions, such as the water dimer.
From the preceding analysis and discussion, it seems clear that a combination of ab initio calculations of the IPS and more rigorous multidimensional dynamics treatments will be required to describe the complicated large amplitude motions that occur in the water dimer. We hope that this work will stimulate such efforts.
